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Our Hallway door systems are designed and manufactured with durability, quick installation and ease
of maintenance in mind. Standard features eliminate
the need for options or upgrades. The best door, The
best value...
That’s the Janus Advantage

Roll-up Frames

Essential to the structure of the self supporting system, the roll-up frame is designed to maximize strength and
integrity while minimizing space. The 2” return offers stronger frame suited for roll-up door or Z-frame swing
door installations. Single roll-up frames 6” to 12” and double roll-up frames 12” to 24” are made of hot dipped
galvanized heavy gauge steel. Glossy white, white or galvalume are the colors in which these frames are
available. All bases, channels and angles and fasteners necessary to secure the frames to the exterior walls,
floors and/or ceilings are included with the frames.

Corrugated Swing Door

Our swing door has revolutionized the industry. With re-enforced solid-square tube cross braces and 3" wide
vertical stiles, this door is far superior to any others in the industry. Our patent pending latch with magnetic
slide that is designed for an optional cylinder is factory installed on the swing. The
silicone polyester paint on the doors is warranted not to chalk, chip, and crack, fade
or peel, and also carries at 25 year film integrity warranty. Available in any of the 26
gauge colors, the system and swing make an attractive compliment or alternative to
roll-up doors.

Secure Wall

The non-load bearing wall divider is manufactured in
20” wide section that locks together without the
use of exposed screws. It is installed
vertically to minimize dust. All
channels and angles necessary to
install securewall are included.
Colors available are glossy white,
and white.

Midspan

This hemmed heavy gauge
channel further enhances the
strength and integrity of our
hallway systems. Offering
additional support without
having to utilize load bearing
walls, this bracing is available in
gloss white, white or galvalume.

Mesh

A cost effective method of keeping your tenants possession safe is the mesh and mesh angle stretched over
the storage units. The 2”x 2” - 16 gauge mesh provides
security between units while still allowing for adequate
lighting and air flow inside each unit.

Corrugated Filler Panel

An economical alternative to a flush header is the corrugated filler panel. This 26 gauge component is used in
the same manner as the flush header-- to enclose the space between the door and top of the hallway. However,
unlike the flush header panel, the filler panel can be manufactured in any of the door colors to accent the
hallway or roll-up doors. All channel and angle necessary to install the filler panel are included.
Top angle is considered an accessory.
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A one year warranty on workmanship and material.

Kick Plates

Kick Plates are installed to protect the bottom of your hallway walls from scratches and dents that may occur
as tenants move their belongings into a unit. These heavy gauge galvalume pieces are furnished hemmed on
both the top and the bottom. Even thought this is typically manufactured 12” tall in 10’0” lengths, custom sizes
can be accommodated. The value of the kick plates is tremendous considering the wear and tear they take in
order to keep the self storage facility attractive long after “the new” has worn off.

Corner Guards

Corner Guards are utilized to help protect your hallway corners from scratches, dents and dings that occur as
tenants transports their belongings down the hallways to their unit. As a standard component of the Janus
hallway system, the 3” x 3” - heavy gauge corner guards are hemmed on both sides and available in galvalume,
white or glossy white. The optional mitered corner guard that further enhances the
aesthetics of the hallway system is available for corners where an extended turning
radius is desired.

Corawall Hall Partition

An alternative to corrugated securewall, these 12" self
aligning panels interlock so that there are no exposed
screws or edges except where attached at the top
channel. Top and bottom channel included provides
additional strength for supporting panels. An added
insurance, the Protective Package is available to keep
these walls dent and ding free once installed.

Soffit

Hallway, light and entry soffit
make finishing the ceiling and
entrance of a storage facility
economical and yet attractive.
The different soffit types provide
a clean finished look to the
hallway and maximize lighting
which is appealing to potential
customers.

Unit Partition

Like the hallway securewall, unit partition is
manufactured in 20" wide sections and installed
vertically. This 26 gauge galvalume wall is much more economical than sheet rock or wooded studs while it
still provides the necessary level of security you come to expect in a wall. All channels and angles necessary to
install the unit partition are included.

Headers

Manufactured out of heavy gauge material, the header encloses the area between the top of the door and top
of the hallway system creating a smooth contemporary look to the flush hall system. It provides for a clean transition from wall to ceiling when using light soffit or solid ceiling and maximizes light reflection. All angle and
fasteners required for install are included in the price of the header panel. Colors available are white, glossy
white and galvalume.
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Janus International Corporation

Janus International Corporation specializes in the production
of storage facility components ranging from roll-up doors to
self-sustaining hallway systems. The expertise and assistance
provided to the customer from designing the unit mix to the
final job site punch out is what sets our operation apart from
the competition. Our meticulous attention to detail with the
prints, manufacturing process, shipping and installation, offers
every one of our customers assurance that we will get it right
the first time. Sharing “how-to” knowledge of other facets of
the storage industry allows us to guide novice business owners.
Open lines of communication and understood expectation levels established early on in our relationships are key ingredients
to our success. It is these qualities and services that keep Janus’
customers coming back.

